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Developing scalable quantum algorithms to study finite-temperature physics of quantum many-
body systems has attracted considerable interest due to recent advancements in quantum hardware.
However, such algorithms in their present form require resources that exceed the capabilities of
current quantum computers except for a limited range of system sizes and observables. Here,
we report calculations of finite-temperature properties including energies, static and dynamical
correlation functions, and excitation spectra of spin Hamiltonians with up to four sites on five-
qubit IBM Quantum devices. These calculations are performed using the quantum imaginary time
evolution (QITE) algorithm and made possible by several algorithmic improvements, including
a method to exploit symmetries that reduces the quantum resources required by QITE, circuit
optimization procedures to reduce circuit depth, and error mitigation techniques to improve the
quality of raw hardware data. Our work demonstrates that the ansatz-independent QITE algorithm
is capable of computing diverse finite-temperature observables on near-term quantum devices.
I. INTRODUCTION
Quantum computers have long been considered as a
potential tool to simulate quantum many-body systems
[1–3]. While near-term quantum devices have made rapid
progress in simulating ground-state properties [4–10] and
dynamics [11–15], the study of finite-temperature physics
on quantum computers is less understood and established
[16]. Early works on digital quantum simulation of finite-
temperature physical systems involved thermalizing the
quantum simulator by coupling to a bath comprised of
ancilla qubits [17–19] or sampling thermal states using
quantum versions of the Metropolis algorithm [20, 21].
These schemes require prohibitively large numbers of
qubits and deep circuits and are hence out of reach for
near-term quantum devices.
More practical variational algorithms have been pro-
posed in recent years, such as protocols to construct ther-
mofield double states [22, 23] and machine learning-based
methods to construct Gibbs states [24–28]. However, the
accuracies of these variational schemes depend on the
quality of the ansatz. While other non-variational alter-
natives exist, they are subject to various assumptions.
For example, the minimal effective Gibbs ansatz [29] al-
gorithm generates a minimal ensemble of pure states but
presumes the eigenstate thermalization hypothesis.
Recently, the quantum imaginary time evolution
(QITE) algorithm was introduced [30]. Compared to
variational-based algorithms of imaginary time evolu-
tion on quantum computers [31–33], QITE is ansatz-
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independent. The QITE algorithm approximates imagi-
nary time evolution with unitary operators over a domain
of qubits and is able to reach the ground states of sys-
tems with a few sites. QITE can also be used to calculate
finite-temperature quantities, for instance by combining
with sampling techniques such as the minimal entan-
gled typical thermal states (METTS) algorithm [34, 35],
together denoted as the quantum METTS (QMETTS)
algorithm. However, the original work on QITE [30]
focused on the general formalism, while reduction and
optimization of quantum resources were not thoroughly
investigated. Subsequent development of QITE [36–39]
proposed several variations of the original algorithm,
but the practical evaluation of finite-temperature prop-
erties on existing quantum devices remains largely unad-
dressed.
Here, we report QITE-based calculations of finite-
temperature static and dynamical properties of one-
dimensional spin systems with up to four sites on five-
qubit IBM Quantum devices. The computed observ-
ables include finite-temperature energies, static and dy-
namical correlation functions, and excitation spectra.
These calculations are made possible by several algo-
rithmic improvements. First, we exploit symmetries in
the spin Hamiltonians to reduce Pauli strings in the
QITE unitaries, thus reducing the overall required quan-
tum resources. Second, circuit optimization procedures
including gate decomposition and circuit recompilation
are used to further reduce circuit depth. Third, er-
ror mitigation techniques, namely post-selection, read-
out error mitigation and phase-and-scale correction, are
used to improve the quality of raw hardware data. Our
work demonstrates that with efficient use of quantum
resources and effective error mitigation strategies, the
ansatz-independent QITE algorithm is capable of com-
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2puting diverse finite-temperature observables on near-
term quantum devices.
This paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II we re-
view the QITE algorithm and propose a quantum cir-
cuit to evaluate finite-temperature dynamical correlation
functions. In Sec. III we introduce the algorithmic im-
provements including Pauli string reduction, circuit opti-
mization and error mitigation that enabled us to obtain
accurate results from hardware. Section IV presents the
results of our two-site and four-site calculations. Finally,
we conclude and suggest directions for future studies in
Sec. V.
II. THEORY
A. Quantum imaginary time evolution (QITE)
We begin by reviewing the QITE algorithm in the con-
text of a general Trotterization scheme of the imaginary
time propagator. Consider imaginary time evolution on
N qubits under a Hamiltonian Hˆ =
∑M
m=1 hˆ[m], where
each hˆ[m] acts on a local set of qubits. Since the local
terms hˆ[m] are not commutative, we need to Trotterize
the imaginary time propagator e−βHˆ by grouping local
terms hˆ[m] into Trotter terms Hˆ[l] such that each Hˆ[l] is
a sum of local terms hˆ[m] and Hˆ =
∑L
l=1 Hˆ[l]. For ex-
ample, for a two-local Hamiltonian where each local term
hˆ[m] acts on qubits m− 1 and m, setting L = 2, Hˆ[1] =∑dM/2e
m=1 hˆ[2m−1] and Hˆ[2] =
∑bM/2c
m=1 hˆ[2m] corresponds
to the even-odd Trotterization used in one-dimensional
tensor network calculations of quantum many-body sys-
tems [40]. We consider first-order Trotterization [41] of
the full imaginary time propagator e−βHˆ :
e−βHˆ =
(
L∏
l=1
e−∆τHˆ[l]
)nβ
+O(∆τ2), (1)
where nβ is the number of imaginary time steps and
∆τ = β/nβ .
The QITE algorithm approximates each imaginary
time propagator e−∆τHˆ[l] by a unitary operator
e−i∆τGˆ[l] = e−i∆τ
∑
µ x[l]µσµ , (2)
where x[l]µ are real coefficients and σµ are Pauli strings.
Here we use the notation σ0 = I, σx = X,σy = Y, σz = Z
to denote the identity and the Pauli matrices, so that
each Pauli string can be written in the form σµ =⊗N−1
j=0 σµj where σµj acts on qubit j and µj ∈ {0, x, y, z}.
The Pauli strings σµ are chosen from the set
PHˆ[l] =
⋃
hˆ[m]∈Hˆ[l]
Phˆ[m], (3)
where Phˆ[m] is the set all Pauli strings over a domain of
D qubits larger than or equal to the support of hˆ[m]. To
apply the QITE unitaries, without an efficient decompo-
sition scheme each unitary needs to be further Trotterized
as
e−i∆τGˆ[l] =
∏
µ
e−i∆τx[l]µσµ +O(∆τ2). (4)
The coefficient vector x[l] is found by minimizing the
square of the difference between the unitarily evolved
state e−i∆τGˆ[l] |Ψ〉 and the imaginary-time-evolved state
c[l]−1/2e−∆τHˆ[l] |Ψ〉, where c[l] = ||e−∆τHˆ[l] |Ψ〉 ||2. This
minimization results in a linear system
A[l]x[l] = b[l], (5)
where
A[l]µν = Re〈Ψ|σµσν |Ψ〉, (6)
b[l]µ =
Im〈Ψ|e−∆τHˆ[l]σµ|Ψ〉
∆τc[l]1/2
. (7)
In our implementation, we expand the exponential
e−∆τHˆ[l] in b[l] and c[l] to second order in ∆τ :
b[l]µ =
Im〈Ψ|(−Hˆ[l] + ∆τHˆ[l]2)σµ|Ψ〉
c[l]1/2
+O(∆τ2), (8)
c[l] = 〈Ψ|1− 2∆τHˆ[l] + 2∆τ2Hˆ2[l]|Ψ〉+O(∆τ3), (9)
To construct the linear systems, given the terms in
Eqs. (6), (8) and (9) we measure operators of the form
σµσν , Hˆ[l]σµ, Hˆ[l]
2σµ, Hˆ[l], Hˆ[l]
2. (10)
The QITE algorithm is carried out by iterating the
procedure of constructing the circuit from the QITE uni-
taries obtained at the previous imaginary time steps,
measuring the operators in Eq. (10), constructing the lin-
ear system in Eq. (5), solving for x[l], and propagating
the state with the new unitary e−i∆τGˆ[l].
B. Finite-temperature dynamical
correlation functions
Finite-temperature static observables have been pre-
viously computed on quantum hardware using the
QMETTS algorithm by averaging over the observable
evaluated from each METTS sample state [30]. In this
work, we show that finite-temperature dynamical observ-
ables, in particular finite-temperature dynamical correla-
tion functions, can be computed using a similar averaging
procedure as for finite-temperature static observables.
On quantum computers, dynamical correlation func-
tions can be calculated using the circuit reported in
Refs. [42, 43]; this circuit has been recently used to com-
pute neutron scattering cross-section [14] and magnon
spectra [15] on quantum hardware. To obtain finite-
temperature dynamical correlation functions, we insert
3FIG. 1 Quantum circuit to calculate the finite-temperature
dynamical correlation function 〈U(t)V 〉β . The ancilla qubit
is initialized in |0〉 and the system qubits are initialized in
|Ψ〉. Measuring X (Y ) on the ancilla yields the real
(imaginary) part of 〈U(t)V 〉 on the QITE-evolved initial
state. Performing a thermal average over all initial states
yields 〈U(t)V 〉β .
the QITE circuit into the dynamical correlation function
circuit, resulting in the circuit shown in Fig. 1. The an-
cilla qubit is initialized in |0〉 and the system qubits are
initialized in |Ψ〉. Define |Ψ(τ)〉 = e−τHˆ |Ψ〉 /||e−τHˆ |Ψ〉 ||
as the state initialized in |Ψ〉 and evolved to imaginary
time τ , and |Φ(τ)〉 as the QITE-evolved state that ap-
proximates |Ψ(τ)〉. Let subscript a (s) denote quantities
on the ancilla qubit (system qubits). To evaluate finite-
temperature observables at an inverse temperature β, we
evolve the initial state by QITE to β/2 so that the joint
ancilla-system density operator prior to measurement is
ρ˜ = U˜(Ia ⊗ e−iHˆt)V˜ (ρa ⊗ ρs)V˜ †(Ia ⊗ eiHˆt)U˜†, (11)
where
ρa = |+〉 〈+| , (12)
ρs = |Φ(β/2)〉 〈Φ(β/2)| , (13)
and U˜ (V˜ ) is the controlled-U (controlled-V ) gate.
Measuring X (Y ) on the ancilla yields the real (imag-
inary) part of the dynamical correlation function on a
single QITE-evolved basis state:
Tr(ρ˜Xa) = Re〈Φ(β/2)|U(t)V |Φ(β/2)〉 (14)
Tr(ρ˜Ya) = Im〈Φ(β/2)|U(t)V |Φ(β/2)〉. (15)
If the initial states are the METTS sample states,
an unweighted average over the initial states yields
the finite-temperature dynamical correlation function
〈U(t)V 〉β . In this work, we consider trace evaluation in
the exact expression of an observable Oˆ at finite temper-
ature:
〈Oˆ〉β = Tr(e
−βHˆOˆ)
Tr(e−βHˆ)
. (16)
The numerator trace and the denominator trace are ei-
ther evaluated by full sampling over the entire Hilbert
space, denoted as full trace evaluation, or by random
sampling over a subspace of the Hilbert space, denoted
as stochastic trace evaluation. If Oˆ = U(t)V , Eq. (16)
yields the finite-temperature dynamical correlation func-
tion 〈U(t)V 〉β . Oˆ can also be a static observable, in which
case Eq. (16) yields the static observable at finite tem-
perature.
III. METHODS
A. Pauli string reduction by Z2 symmetries
If we include all 4D Pauli strings over each domain con-
sisting of D qubits, each QITE unitary e−i∆τGˆ[l] applied
as in Eq. (4) yields O(N4D) multi-qubit rotation gates
by the standard rotation gate decomposition [44], which
results in a circuit too deep on near-term quantum de-
vices even for D = 2. Because of this prohibitive resource
overhead, we describe a systematic method to reduce the
number of Pauli strings in the QITE unitaries when the
Hamiltonian and initial state have Z2 symmetries.
Z2 symmetries on qubit Hamiltonians have direct par-
allels with the stabilizer formalism in quantum error-
correcting codes [45]. Suppose the Hamiltonian has d Z2
symmetries, i.e. Hˆ commutes with elements of a group
isomorphic to Zd2 generated independently by d Pauli
strings, and the initial state is in the +1 eigenspace of
all d generators. If we regard the symmetry group Zd2 as
the stabilizer S, the symmetry sector of the initial state
corresponds to the stabilizer subspace VS .
In stabilizer codes, the normalizer of the stabilizer
N (S) includes all Pauli strings that commute with ele-
ments of the stabilizer S, and all valid operations on the
code space are in the quotient groupN (S)/S. Intuitively,
to preserve Z2 symmetries, among all Pauli strings from
PHˆ[l] the QITE unitaries should only include those from
the quotient group N (S)/S. We now show that the orig-
inal QITE algorithm subsumes the requirement that the
Pauli strings should be chosen from N (S)/S because the
action of the unitary e−i∆τGˆ[l] with the Pauli strings from
the unreduced set PHˆ[l] is the same as the action with
Pauli strings from the reduced set PHˆ[l] ∩N (S)/S. This
result is stated as the following proposition, proved and
discussed in Appendix A.
Proposition. Suppose QITE is applied to approximate
the imaginary time propagator e−∆τHˆ[l] on the state |Ψ〉.
If there exists a stabilizer S such that every element of S
commutes with Hˆ[l] and |Ψ〉 ∈ VS , then
(a) The action of e−i∆τGˆ[l] on |Ψ〉 with σµ ∈ PHˆ[l] is
equivalent to the action with σµ ∈ PHˆ[l] ∩N (S)/S,
(b) e−i∆τGˆ[l] |Ψ〉 ∈ VS .
Further reduction in the number of Pauli strings can be
achieved by recalling from Ref. [30] that when the Hamil-
tonian and the initial state are real in the computational
basis, the state after imaginary time evolution must be
real. Thus, only Pauli strings with an odd number ofw
Y need to be included in the QITE unitaries. Since Z2
symmetries and the conditions of a real Hamiltonian and
initial state are independent, when both conditions are
satisfied, the number of Pauli strings can be reduced us-
ing both conditions, in which case the reduced set of Pauli
strings is modified to PHˆ[l] ∩N (S)/S ∩ {σµ :
∑
j δµj ,y ≡
1 (mod 2)}.
4FIG. 2 Energy E versus imaginary time β simulated
without noise or measurement sampling on a single initial
state with and without reduction of the Pauli strings in the
QITE unitaries by Z2 symmetries. (a) Four-site TFIM with
J = h = 1 and initial state |0001〉. The imaginary time step
size is set to ∆τ = 0.01. The number of Pauli strings from
three D = 2 domains is reduced from 16 to 6 by one Z2
symmetry Z0Z1Z2Z3. (b) Four-site Heisenberg model with
J = ∆ = 1 and initial state (|0101〉+ |1010〉) /√2. The
imaginary time step size is set to ∆τ = 0.03. The number of
Pauli strings on the single D = 4 domain is reduced from
120 to 6 by two Z2 symmetries Z0Z1Z2Z3 and X0X1X2X3.
In both panels the energy trajectories using reduced
numbers of Pauli strings match the energy trajectories
without reduction, which also match the energy trajectories
from exact imaginary time evolution.
In practice the Proposition is used inductively on the
Trotter terms Hˆ[l], which implies the stabilizer need to be
chosen such that every element of the stabilizer commutes
with all Hˆ[l], or equivalently with Hˆ. For spin Hamil-
tonians, the stabilizer generators are usually global Z2
symmetries such as Z⊗N and X⊗N . For general Hamil-
tonians, the Z2 symmetries can be found by Gaussian
elimination on the parity check matrix formed from the
Hamiltonian terms [46].
To confirm our Pauli string reduction scheme, we com-
pare the QITE energy trajectory as a function of imagi-
nary time simulated without noise or measurement sam-
pling on a single initial state with and without reduction
of the Pauli strings in the QITE unitaries by Z2 symme-
tries. The Hamiltonians we study include the transverse-
field Ising model (TFIM) Hamiltonian
HˆTFIM = J
N−2∑
i=0
XiXi+1 + h
N−1∑
i=0
Zi (17)
and the Heisenberg XXZ Hamiltonian
HˆXXZ = J
N−2∑
i=0
(XiXi+1 + YiYi+1 + ∆ZiZi+1), (18)
with open boundary conditions assumed for both.
In Fig. 2 we plot energy versus imaginary time calcu-
lated with QITE on a single initial state. The unreduced
set of Pauli strings only includes Pauli strings with odd
numbers of Y because the Hamiltonian and initial state
are real in the computational basis. We choose a suffi-
ciently small imaginary time step size ∆τ to ensure that
the Trotter errors from expansion in Eq. (4) are negligi-
ble. Figure 2(a) plots the energy trajectory for the initial
state |0001〉 in the four-site TFIM with J = h = 1. The
Hamiltonian and the initial state have a Z2 symmetry
Z0Z1Z2Z3. By combining reduced Pauli strings from all
three D = 2 domains, we obtain six Pauli strings in the
QITE unitaries
X0Y1, Y0X1, X1Y2, Y1X2, X2Y3, Y2X3, (19)
compared to 16 Pauli strings without reduction by Z2
symmetries. Figure 2(b) plots energy versus imaginary
time of the initial state (|0101〉+ |1010〉)/√2 on the four-
site Heisenberg model with J = ∆ = 1. The Hamiltonian
and the initial state have two Z2 symmetries Z0Z1Z2Z3
and X0X1X2X3. The 120 Pauli strings in the QITE uni-
taries without reduction is reduced to the 6 Pauli strings
X0Y1Z2, X0Z1Y2, Y0X1Z2, Y0Z1X2, Z0X1Y2, Z0Y1X2.
(20)
In both panels of Fig. 2, the energy trajectories using
reduced numbers of Pauli strings match the energy tra-
jectories without reduction, which also match the energy
trajectories from exact imaginary time evolution.
B. Circuit optimization
Even with reduction of Pauli strings in the QITE uni-
taries by Z2 symmetries, applying the QITE unitaries as
in Eq. (4) may still result in a circuit too deep to be im-
plemented on current quantum hardware. In this section
we describe circuit optimization techniques that further
reduce circuit depth.
In two-site calculations, both the QITE circuit and
the real time evolution circuit can be optimized to con-
stant depth with a standard one- and two-qubit gate
set, regardless of the number of imaginary and real time
steps. For example, in two-site TFIM there is only one
Pauli string X0Y1 in the QITE unitaries after reduc-
tion by the Z2 symmetry Z0Z1. Suppose the unitary
applied to the state at the k-th imaginary time step is
e−i∆τxkX0Y1 . Then the unitaries at all imaginary time
steps can be multiplied into a single two-qubit rotation
gate e−iθX0Y1/2 where θ = 2∆τ
∑
k xk. For real time
evolution, the two-qubit operator e−iHˆt is decomposed
by the KAK decomposition [47–50] into six single-qubit
gates and two CNOT gates.
In four-site calculations, neither the QITE circuit nor
the real time evolution circuit is of constant depth. If we
Trotterize the QITE unitaries as in Eq. (4) and similarly
for the real time propagator, the circuit is too deep to
be accurately implemented on existing quantum devices.
Therefore, we recompile the circuit by fitting each QITE
unitary e−i∆τGˆ[l] or the real time propagator e−iHˆt to a
parametrized circuit [51–53] using an open-source tensor
5FIG. 3 Four-site recompiled circuit. The four U3 gates at
the left constitute the base gate round. Each additional gate
round includes a layer of CNOT gates and a layer of
single-qubit gates as shown in the dashed box. The
additional gate rounds alternate between even-odd and
odd-even pairs of qubits, so that the circuit shown consists
of three gate rounds.
network-based quantum simulation library [54]. In Fig. 3,
we show the recompiled four-site QITE circuit, where the
U3 gate is a generic single-qubit gate defined as
U3(θ, φ, λ) =
(
cos(θ/2) −eiλ sin(θ/2)
eiφ sin(θ/2) ei(λ+φ) cos(θ/2)
)
. (21)
The four U3 gates at the left constitute the base gate
round. Each additional gate round consists of a layer
of CNOT gates and a layer of single-qubit gates. The
additional gate rounds alternate between even-odd and
odd-even pairs of qubits. Let the target unitary be
Utarg and the recompiled unitary be Urec(θ), where θ
is a composite variable denoting all the angles. Given
a reduced density operator ρ on the finite domain acted
on by the target unitary, write ρtarg = UtargρU†targ and
ρrec(θ) = Urec(θ)ρU†rec(θ). The optimal recompiled uni-
tary is found by performing a gradient descent to maxi-
mize the fidelity [55]
F (θ) =
(
Tr
√
ρ
1/2
targρrec(θ)ρ
1/2
targ
)2
. (22)
Since the QITE unitaries are real, we use the one-
parameter single-qubit gate Ry(θ) = U3(θ, 0, 0) in the
recompiled circuit for QITE, while for real time evolu-
tion we keep the U3 gate as the parametrized single-qubit
gate.
C. Error mitigation
To mitigate the effect of hardware noise on the mea-
surement results, we post-process our hardware data
by error mitigation methods including post-selection,
readout error mitigation and phase-and-scale correction.
Post-selection and readout error mitigation are applied to
the measurement outcomes at each imaginary time step
in the QITE subroutine; phase-and-scale correction is ap-
plied to the final computed finite-temperature dynamical
correlation function as a single-step post-processing.
Post-selection is performed on Z2 symmetries discussed
in Sec. III A. When the Hamiltonian and the initial state
have Z2 symmetries, the final state after imaginary or
real time evolution should have the same stabilizer par-
ities as the initial state. However, during execution of
the circuit, gate errors and qubit decoherence can induce
nonzero overlap of the qubit state with the subspace of
the wrong parity. Post-selection can mitigate these unde-
sirable effects by discarding measurement outcomes with
the wrong parity [56, 57].
We specifically consider the symmetry from a single
stabilizer generator. If the operator to be measured is
an ancilla operator, we can simply measure the stabilizer
generator on all the system qubits and read off the par-
ity without interfering with measurement of the ancilla.
If the operator to be measured acts on system qubits,
we need to simultaneously measure the operator and the
stabilizer generator, which is possible because all oper-
ators in Eq. (10) commute with the stabilizer generator
by our choice of Pauli strings in the QITE unitaries in
Sec. III A. Specifically, each operator and the stabilizer
generator can be simultaneously measured by using Clif-
ford gates to transform the Pauli string components of
the operator and the stabilizer generator until they are
qubit-wise commuting, so that their expectation values
can be read off on different qubits [58–61].
Figure 4 shows the circuit to simultaneously measure
the stabilizer generator Z0Z1Z2Z3 and a Pauli string that
commutes with it in a four-site QITE calculation. The
sequence of CNOT gates after the QITE circuit in Fig. 4
transforms Z0Z1Z2Z3 to Z3. Since Z3 acts on a single
qubit, it necessarily qubit-wise commutes with the trans-
formed Pauli string. In practice, we stop applying CNOT
gates when the transformed Pauli string becomes qubit-
wise commuting with the transformed stabilizer genera-
tor, and therefore the number of CNOT gates added to
the end of the circuit ranges from zero to three.
To account for noise in the final measurement, the
built-in readout error mitigation routine in Qiskit [62]
is applied to each measurement outcome. Because of the
FIG. 4 Measurement of a Pauli string in a four-site QITE
calculation with post-selection on the stabilizer generator
Z0Z1Z2Z3. The appended CNOT gates achieve
simultaneous measurement of the Pauli string with the
stabilizer generator by transforming Z0Z1Z2Z3 to Z3 acting
on a single qubit, from which the stabilizer parity is read off.
The other qubits are measured in X-, Y - or Z-basis
depending on the Pauli string measured. Measurement
outcomes with the wrong parity are discarded.
6FIG. 5 Finite-temperature energy 〈E〉β of (a) the two-site
TFIM with J = h = 1 and (b) the four-site TFIM with
J = 3, h = 1, simulated with measurement sampling and the
noise model from ibmq rome. The imaginary time step size
is set to ∆τ = 0.1. Raw data are post-processed at each
imaginary time step with either readout error mitigation, or
post-selection, or both. Employing both readout error
mitigation and post-selection is observed to be most effective
in mitigating the errors.
small size of the systems we study, for N qubits we carry
out full calibration on all 2N initial states. Application
of the inverse of the calibration matrix to the raw mea-
surement counts is performed by the default least-square
fitting method.
We assess the effectiveness of applying post-selection
and readout error mitigation at every imaginary step of
QITE by simulating the finite-temperature energies of
two-site and four-site TFIMs using full trace evaluation
with measurement sampling and the noise model from
ibmq rome. In both panels of Fig. 5, QITE is applied
with Pauli strings reduced and circuits optimized. In
particular, four-site QITE unitaries are of domain size
D = 2 and recompiled with three rounds of gates. From
Fig. 5 we can see that both readout error mitigation and
post-selection shift the raw data toward the exact data,
confirming the effectiveness of both schemes in reducing
the effect of noise. Furthermore, a combination of read-
out error mitigation and post-selection is observed to be
most effective in mitigating the errors, which is not ap-
parent on two sites in Fig. 5(a) presumably because of
the small size of the system but clearly evident on four
sites in Fig. 5(b).
In calculations of finite-temperature dynamical corre-
lation functions, the ancilla qubit is in the state |+〉 be-
fore entangling with the system qubits. When there is a
long sequence of gates in the real time propagator e−iHˆt,
decoherence of the ancilla qubit such as amplitude damp-
ing to the qubit ground state |0〉 and depolarization will
significantly affect the X and Y measurement results on
the ancilla. To mitigate the effect of ancilla decoher-
ence, we apply phase-and-scale correction [14, 15] as a
single-step post-processing to the result at the end of the
calculation. The only finite-temperature dynamical cor-
relation function considered in this work is 〈Z0(t)Z0〉β ,
which is equal to 1 analytically at t = 0. Hence, we apply
phase-and-scale correction by dividing the raw hardware
〈Z0(t)Z0〉β at each t by the raw hardware 〈Z0(t = 0)Z0〉β
to enforce the condition 〈Z0(t = 0)Z0〉β = 1.
IV. RESULTS
Experiments of computing finite-temperature ob-
servables were conducted on IBM Quantum devices
ibmq bogota and ibmq rome [63], both of which consist
of five qubits arranged on a chain with nearest-neighbor
interactions and similar error rates. IBM’s open-source
library Qiskit [64] was used to implement our algorithms
on the devices. In each calculation, the N system qubits
0, ..., N − 1 are arranged adjacent to each other and the
ancilla is closest to system qubit 0.
The systems we study are sufficiently small that we ap-
ply QITE to approximate the full imaginary time propa-
gator e−∆τHˆ at each imaginary time step, which is equiv-
alent to setting L = 1 and Hˆ[1] = Hˆ in Eq. (1). The
QITE linear systems in Eq. (5) are solved by a conjugate
gradient method. Because hardware noise and measure-
ment sampling lead to ill-conditioned A matrices in the
QITE linear systems, we add a regularizer of 0.2 to the
diagonal elements of each A matrix in the four-site cal-
culations.
Each calibration circuit used for readout error mitiga-
tion is repeated 1000 times; each Pauli string measure-
ment circuit used to construct the QITE linear systems
is repeated 8000 times. Error bars from full trace eval-
uation result only from measurement sampling and are
the size of the markers in most figures; error bars from
stochastic trace evaluation originate from both measure-
ment sampling and initial state sampling. A detailed
description of error bars in full and stochastic trace eval-
uation is given in Appendix B.
A. Two-site calculations
We study the two-site TFIM defined in Eq. (17) by
setting h = 1 and varying J . The finite-temperature
energy 〈E〉β and static correlation function 〈X0X1〉β
are calculated on the Hamiltonians with J = ±1,±3,
while the finite-temperature dynamical correlation func-
tion 〈Z0(t)Z0〉β and excitation spectra are calculated on
the Hamiltonian with J = 3. In all calculations, finite-
temperature observables are calculated by full trace eval-
uation and the circuits are optimized according to the
circuit optimization procedures in Sec. III B.
Figure 6 shows the finite-temperature energy 〈E〉β
and static correlation function 〈X0X1〉β of the two-
site TFIM with J = ±1,±3 from β = 0 to β = 2.
In both Fig. 6(a) and Fig. 6(b) the finite-temperature
observables obtained on hardware are in good agree-
ment with exact values. Further, if we regard each
finite-temperature variable as a function of J , analyti-
7FIG. 6 (a) Finite-temperature energy 〈E〉β and (b) static
correlation function 〈X0X1〉β of the two-site TFIM with
J = ±1,±3 and h = 1 versus inverse temperature β. The
imaginary time step size is set to ∆τ = 0.1. In each of the
calculated observables, the mean absolute percentage error
between hardware and exact results averaged over all β
ranges from 1% to 4%.
cally it can be shown that 〈E〉β (J) = 〈E〉β (−J) and
〈X0X1〉β (J) = −〈X0X1〉β (−J). This relation is satis-
fied in the hardware data. In each of the observables we
calculated, the mean absolute percentage error between
hardware and exact results averaged over all β ranges
from 1% to 4%.
Next, finite-temperature dynamical properties were
calculated on the two-site TFIM with J = 3, h = 1. The
dynamical correlation function 〈Z0(t)Z0〉β is evaluated
from β = 0 to β = 2 and at real time from t = 0 to
t = 8pi. Figures 7(a) and 7(b) show the real and imag-
inary parts of 〈Z0(t)Z0〉β at β = 0.2 and β = 1.8 up to
t = 4pi. From Figs. 7(a) and 7(b) we see that even with-
out phase-and-scale correction, the real and imaginary
parts of 〈Z0(t)Z0〉β agree well with the exact results at
both small and large β, presumably due to the constant
and shallow depth of the real time evolution circuit.
The spectral density S(ω) is obtained by a discrete
Fourier transform of the dynamical correlation function
〈Z0(t)Z0〉β . Specifically, at each β
S(ωk) =
1
nt
nt−1∑
m=0
〈Z0(tm)Z0〉β eiωktm , (23)
where nt is the total number of points in the time series,
tm = m∆t, and ωk = 2pik/nt∆t. With this definition of
Fourier transform, the peaks at positive (negative) fre-
quencies correspond to emissions (absorptions) of excita-
tions of the system.
In Fig. 7(c) we plot the excitation spectra of the two-
site TFIM at β = 0.2. The exact excitation spectrum is
obtained by a Fourier transform of the exact 〈Z0(t)Z0〉β
at the same points in real time as the 〈Z0(t)Z0〉β ob-
tained on hardware. From the plot, we can see that the
hardware excitation spectrum agrees well with the exact
FIG. 7 Finite-temperature dynamical properties of the two-site TFIM with J = 3, h = 1. The imaginary time step size is set
to ∆τ = 0.1. (a) Real and (b) imaginary parts of the finite-temperature dynamical correlation function 〈Z0(t)Z0〉β at β = 0.2
and β = 1.8 versus real time t. (c) Finite-temperature excitation spectra |S(ω)|2 versus frequency ω. Positive (negative)
frequencies correspond to emissions (absorptions). (d) Amplitudes of the two emission peaks at ω = 7.18 and ω = 5.94. The
hardware data capture finite-temperature dynamics of two-site TFIM across a wide range of temperatures.
8excitation spectrum. The frequencies ω = 0, ±5.94,
±7.18, at which the peaks in the excitation spectra
are located, correspond to the excitation frequencies of
ω = 0,±6.00,±7.21 from exact diagonalization of the
Hamiltonian. The deviation of the frequencies in the ex-
citation spectra obtained from hardware 〈Z0(t)Z0〉β com-
pared to the frequencies obtained from exact diagonaliza-
tion is due to the finite real time domain in our hardware
calculations.
To analyze the evolution of the excitation spectra
across different temperatures, we plot the amplitudes at
the two emission frequencies versus β in Fig. 7(d). Ana-
lytically, the amplitude of the transition from an initial
state |Ψi〉 to a final state |Ψf 〉 is e−βEf |〈Ψi|Z0|Ψf 〉|2/Z,
where Ef is the energy of the final state and Z is the
partition function. In the two-site TFIM, the only al-
lowed transitions are between the two states in each of
the two-dimensional eigenspaces of Z0Z1 with eigenval-
ues ±1. The frequency ±7.18 corresponds to a transition
in the +1 eigenspace, where the ground state lies, and
the frequency ±5.94 corresponds to a transition in the
−1 eigenspace, where the first excited state lies. As the
temperature decreases from infinite temperature (β in-
creases from 0), the populations in the two lowest states
first increase until the ground state population dominates
over that of the first excited state at around β = 0.4, a
trend reproduced by the amplitudes obtained from hard-
ware data in Fig. 7(d). Thus, Fig. 7 shows that quantum
hardware accurately captures the finite-temperature dy-
namics of the two-site TFIM across a wide range of tem-
peratures.
B. Four-site calculations
We next proceed to four-site spin systems. We study
the four-site TFIM defined in Eq. (17) with J = 3, h = 1.
Full trace evaluation is employed unless otherwise speci-
fied.
First, let us consider the gate count in the four-site
circuits. For the four-site TFIM with D = 2, after reduc-
tion by the Z2 symmetry Z0Z1Z2Z3 there are six weight-
two Pauli strings, which are the ones given in Eq. (19).
If we Trotterize the QITE unitaries as in Eq. (4), each
unitary requires 12 CNOT gates by the standard rota-
tion gate decomposition [44], which becomes unfeasible
on near-term quantum hardware after the first few imag-
inary time steps. When D = 4, even after reduction by
one Z2 symmetry there are still 28 Pauli strings in each
QITE unitary. After Trotterization and rotation gate de-
composition, each QITE unitary requires more than 50
CNOT gates for a single imaginary time step. Hence,
when D = 2, we compute finite-temperature observables
both by Trotterizing and by recompiling the QITE uni-
taries with three gate rounds; when D = 4, we only re-
compile the QITE unitaries with three gate rounds. To
obtain dynamical correlation functions, we additionally
recompile the real time propagator e−iHˆt with five gate
rounds. The number of gate rounds is chosen so that the
fidelity in Eq. (22) is at least 0.999 on average in each
calculation.
Figure 8 shows the finite-temperature energy 〈E〉β and
static correlation functions 〈X0X1〉β , 〈X0X2〉β , 〈X0X3〉β
of the four-site TFIM. From the figure, we can see that
the finite-temperature observables calculated with Trot-
terized D = 2 QITE unitaries deviate from those calcu-
lated with D = 2 recompiled QITE unitaries or D = 4 re-
compiled QITE unitaries after β = 0.1. This deviation is
due to the deep circuit resulting from 12 layers of CNOT
gates per imaginary time step, compared to 3 layers of
CNOT gates per imaginary time step in the recompiled
circuit. Moreover, even the recompiled QITE unitaries
are not able to track the exact finite-temperature observ-
ables after the first few β. In particular, the slope is re-
versed compared to the exact result after β = 0.5. QITE
up to β = 0.5 corresponds to 5 imaginary time steps and
hence 15 layers of CNOT gates, which is almost at the
limit of circuit depth on these quantum devices.
We examine more closely the calculations with recom-
piled QITE unitaries and focus on the data at β ≤ 0.5.
For both D = 2 and D = 4, the recompiled QITE uni-
taries apply the same number of layers of gates at each
FIG. 8 (a) Finite-temperature energy 〈E〉β and static
correlation functions (b) 〈X0X1〉β (c) 〈X0X2〉β (d) 〈X0X3〉β
of the four-site TFIM with J = 3, h = 1 versus inverse
temperature β with different QITE unitaries. The imaginary
time step size is set to ∆τ = 0.05. The D = 2 QITE
unitaries are either Trotterized as in Eq. (4) or recompiled,
while all D = 4 QITE unitaries are recompiled. The results
with recompiled QITE unitaries are closer to exact results
than the results with Trotterized QITE unitaries due to
circuit depth. Between the calculations with recompiled
unitaries, D = 4 is not necessarily closer to exact results
than D = 2 for all observables possibly due to the increased
influence of hardware noise in the larger linear systems.
9FIG. 9 Finite-temperature energy 〈E〉β of the four-site
TFIM with J = 3, h = 1 versus inverse temperature β using
full and stochastic trace evaluation. QITE is performed with
recompiled D = 2 unitaries with a time step of ∆τ = 0.05.
Results of stochastic trace evaluation are shown with
number of samples nsamples set to 10 and 20. Inset shows the
running average of 〈E〉β versus nsamples using stochastic
trace evaluation at β = 0.2 (red symbols), with full trace
evaluation (blue symbols) and exact results (black solid line)
plotted as constant values. Stochastic trace evaluation with
10 samples is already sufficient to reproduce the results from
full trace evaluation across a wide range of β.
imaginary time step, so the difference in calculated ob-
servables is formally caused by the difference in domain
sizes. Since the domain size should grow with correlation
length and hence with imaginary time [30], we should
expect the hardware results to be closer to the exact re-
sults with D = 4 than with D = 2 especially at large
β. However, this hypothesis only holds for 〈X0X2〉β and
〈X0X3〉β but not for 〈E〉β and 〈X0X1〉β . Failure of this
hypothesis is likely due to that fact that the larger 28-
dimensional linear system arising from D = 4 incorpo-
rates more errors from hardware noise compared to the
smaller 6-dimensional linear system arising from D = 2.
To explore the scalability of our method, we compare
stochastic trace evaluation with full trace evaluation in
calculating the finite-temperature energy of the four-site
TFIM. Stochastic trace evaluation is performed by uni-
formly selecting initial states in the full trace evaluation
result with recompiled D = 2 QITE unitaries. In Fig. 9,
we plot the stochastic trace evaluation results with 10
and 20 samples along with the full trace evaluation and
exact results; the inset shows the running average of 〈E〉β
versus number of samples nsamples. As can be seen from
the figure, random sampling with 10 samples already re-
produced the results from full sampling on all 16 initial
states, indicating that using scalable sampling schemes is
a promising approach to studying larger systems.
Finally, in Fig. 10 we show the dynamical properties
of the four-site TFIM with J = 3, h = 1 at β = 0.2.
The calculation is implemented by recompiling D = 2
QITE unitaries with three gate rounds and real time
propagation with five gate rounds. Figure 10(a) shows
the real and imaginary parts of 〈Z0(t)Z0〉β after phase-
and-scale correction. With this correction, both the real
and the imaginary parts show good agreement with the
exact result. Figure 10(b) shows the excitation spectra
obtained by Fourier transforming the exact and phase-
and-scale-corrected hardware 〈Z0(t)Z0〉β at the same
points in real time. The excitation spectrum from hard-
ware data accurately reproduces not only the frequencies
ω = 0,±4.90,±6.37, 7.84 but also the peak amplitudes.
The favorable agreement of the hardware 〈Z0(t)Z0〉β
with the exact result is in contrast with the deviation
of finite-temperature static observables from the exact
results in Fig. 8. In fact, the raw hardware 〈Z0(t)Z0〉β
at t = 0 is 0.821 + 0.397i, which is far from the exact
value 1, indicating that phase-and-scale correction has a
significant effect in correcting raw hardware data. Even
though phase does not enter the static observables we
computed, lack of a scale correction scheme for the static
observables may explain their large deviation from the
exact values compared to dynamical observables. More-
FIG. 10 Finite-temperature dynamical properties of the four-site TFIM with J = 3, h = 1 at β = 0.2. QITE is performed
with a time step of ∆τ = 0.05 and recompiled D = 2 unitaries. (a) Real and imaginary parts of the finite-temperature
dynamical correlation function 〈Z0(t)Z0〉β versus real time t. Raw hardware data are post-processed by phase-and-scale
correction. (b) Finite-temperature excitation spectra obtained by Fourier transform of exact and phase-and-scale-corrected
hardware 〈Z0(t)Z0〉β at the same points in real time. The hardware 〈Z0(t)Z0〉β and excitation spectrum after phase-and-scale
correction are in good agreement with the exact results.
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over, even though the recompiled circuit in Fig. 10 in-
cludes up to 11 gate rounds with the QITE and real
time evolution gates combined, the ancilla is initialized
after the QITE circuit and hence only experiences 5 gate
rounds prior to measurement. The relatively shallow cir-
cuit applied to the ancilla may be another reason for the
good performance of the quantum device for calculating
the finite-temperature dynamical observable 〈Z0(t)Z0〉β .
V. CONCLUSION AND OUTLOOK
Our work demonstrates that finite-temperature
physics of quantum many-body systems is accessible with
near-term quantum hardware. With methods to reduce
required quantum sources and mitigate errors in raw
hardware data, QITE enables the practical calculation
of finite-temperature energies, static and dynamical cor-
relation functions, and spectral densities of excitations.
On two sites, static and dynamical observables for
a wide range of temperatures are accurately captured
by quantum hardware. An important factor under-
lying this accuracy is the constant depth of the cir-
cuit in both QITE and real time evolution. Constant
depth in QITE allowed us to extend QITE-based finite-
temperature calculations from a single site [30]; constant
depth in real time evolution allowed us to reproduce ex-
act finite-temperature dynamical correlation functions on
quantum hardware without phase-and-scale correction as
compared to previous studies [14, 15].
On four sites, finite-temperature static observables cal-
culated on quantum hardware with circuit recompilation
are in reasonable agreement with exact results at β ≤ 0.5.
We were also able to accurately reproduce the finite-
temperature dynamical correlation function using phase-
and-scale correction at a high temperature β ∼ 0.2. How-
ever, accurate determination of observables at lower tem-
peratures still appears challenging using the current re-
compilation scheme where the QITE unitaries are recom-
piled separately at each imaginary time step. Therefore,
treating larger systems and lower temperatures will re-
quire additional reduction of circuit depth such as recom-
pilation with merged imaginary time steps [38] or lower
error rates on quantum devices either from efficient error
mitigation for imaginary time or from improvements in
hardware.
Scalable methods need to be employed for systems
of larger size. For this reason, we examined how
stochastic trace evaluation performs in calculating finite-
temperature observables compared to full trace evalua-
tion. We found that on four sites stochastic trace evalua-
tion reproduced full trace evaluation results accurately
in the temperature regime we studied. Compared to
the previously proposed QMETTS algorithm, stochastic
trace evaluation has zero autocorrelation time. A de-
tailed comparison of QITE-based computation of finite-
temperature observables with different sampling schemes
is certainly a topic worth exploring. Furthermore, with
the availability of more qubits [65, 66], trading increased
computational time due to sampling for an increased
number of qubits via constructing density matrix purifi-
cation states [22, 23] may be another feasible direction for
studying finite-temperature physics on near-term quan-
tum hardware.
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APPENDIX A: PROOF OF PAULI STRING
REDUCTION BY Z2 SYMMETRIES
In Sec. III A we introduced a scheme to reduce Pauli
strings in the QITE unitaries by Z2 symmetries. We men-
tioned that rather than impose Z2 symmetries in choos-
ing the Pauli strings in the QITE unitries, the original
QITE algorithm subsumes the preservation of Z2 sym-
metries. We now restate the proposition and present a
proof that derives directly from the QITE linear systems
in Eq. (5).
Proposition. Suppose QITE is applied to approximate
the imaginary time propagator e−∆τHˆ[l] on the state |Ψ〉.
If there exists a stabilizer S such that every element of S
commutes with Hˆ[l] and |Ψ〉 ∈ VS , then
(a) The action of e−i∆τGˆ[l] on |Ψ〉 with σµ ∈ PHˆ[l] is
equivalent to the action with σµ ∈ PHˆ[l] ∩N (S)/S,
(b) e−i∆τGˆ[l] |Ψ〉 ∈ VS .
Proof. Pick σµ /∈ N (S). Since e−∆τHˆ[l] commutes with
elements of S and |Ψ〉 ∈ VS , for any s ∈ S we have
〈Ψ| e−∆τHˆ[l]σµs |Ψ〉 = −〈Ψ| s e−∆τHˆ[l]σµ |Ψ〉, which im-
plies 〈Ψ| e−∆τHˆ[l]σµ |Ψ〉 = 0. Hence
b[l]µ =
Im〈Ψ|e−∆τHˆ[l]σµ|Ψ〉
∆τc[l]1/2
= 0. (A1)
Now fix the column index ν such that σν ∈ N (S), then
for any s ∈ S, 〈Ψ|σµσνs |Ψ〉 = −〈Ψ| s σµσν |Ψ〉, which
implies 〈Ψ|σµσν |Ψ〉 = 0. Hence
Aµν = Re(〈Ψ|σµσν |Ψ〉) = 0 (A2)
Since A is Hermitian and real, Aνµ = A
∗
µν = Aµν = 0.
Thus the linear system has the block-diagonal form(
A[l]′ 0
0 A[l]′′
)(
x[l]′
x[l]′′
)
=
(
b[l]′
0
)
, (A3)
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where the quantities with single primes are indexed by µ
such that σµ ∈ N (S) and those with double primes are
indexed by µ such that σµ /∈ N (S). By setting x[l]′′ to
0, the linear system is reduced to A[l]′x[l]′ = b[l]′.
To show that the set of σµ can be reduced from N (S)
to N (S)/S, suppose σµ and σµ′ belong to the same coset
in N (S)/S, then σµ′ = ±σµs for some s ∈ S. In the
QITE unitary e−i∆τGˆ[l] =
∑∞
k=0(−i∆τ)k(
∑
µ x[l]µσµ)
k,
each term in the sum is a power of −i∆τ times a prod-
uct of the form
∏
ν(x[l]νσν). If a product term contains
x[l]µ′σµ′ , the action of this term on |Ψ〉 is proportional
to(∏
ν′′
x[l]ν′′σν′′
)
(x[l]µ′σµ′)
(∏
ν′
x[l]ν′σν′
)
|Ψ〉 (A4)
In the product over ν′, each σν′ ∈ N (S), so∏
ν′(x[l]ν′σν′) |Ψ〉 ∈ VS . Then Eq. (A4) is equivalent
to(∏
ν′′
x[l]ν′′σν′′
)
(±x[l]µ′σµ)
(∏
ν′
x[l]ν′σν′
)
|Ψ〉 (A5)
Since this applies to every pair of Pauli strings in the
same coset, Gˆ[l] can be written as
Gˆ[l] =
∑
µ
x˜[l]µσµ, (A6)
where µ is chosen such that σµ ∈ PHˆ[l]∩N (S)/S, x˜[l]µ =∑
µ′ ηµ′x[l]µ′ , ηµ′ = ±1 and µ′ is chosen such that σµ′ ∈
σµS.
Since all Pauli strings on the exponent of e−i∆τGˆ[l]
commute with elements of S, e−i∆τGˆ[l] commutes with
elements of S and hence e−i∆τGˆ[l] |Ψ〉 ∈ VS .
Our Pauli string reduction scheme is related to the
qubit encoding scheme that removes redundant qubits
by exploiting Z2 symmetries reported in Ref. [46]. In the
qubit encoding scheme, a Hamiltonian over some number
of qubits is transformed to another Hamiltonian over a
smaller number of qubits by a series of Clifford gates. Our
Pauli string reduction scheme coincides with the qubit
encoding scheme when the domain size D equals the total
number of qubits N , in the sense that the reduced set
of Pauli strings in our scheme exactly corresponds to all
Pauli strings in the encoded Hamiltonian with redundant
qubits removed in the qubit encoding scheme.
However, because the weight of a Pauli string can
change during the Clifford transformation, the two
schemes differ when D < N . On the one hand, some
Pauli strings can decrease in weight after encoding. If
we include all Pauli strings with domain size D in the
encoded Hamiltonian, these Pauli strings might include
those with domain size D′ > D in the original Hamilto-
nian, thus increasing the total number of Pauli strings.
On the other hand, some Pauli strings can increase in
weight after encoding and result in an increased cost
of the QITE algorithm. As an example, consider per-
forming QITE on a Hamiltonian with periodic bound-
ary condition and the Z2 symmetry Z0Z1Z2Z3. One
of the D = 2 Pauli strings is X0Y3. In the qubit
encoding scheme, the symmetry operator Z0Z1Z2Z3 is
transformed to Z3 so that qubit 3 can be eliminated,
but the weight-two Pauli string X0Y3 is transformed to
the higher-weight Pauli string X0X1Y2, thus requiring a
larger QITE domain and increasing the overall cost of
the algorithm. Therefore, in the present work, we use Z2
symmetries to reduce the number of Pauli strings in the
QITE unitaries rather than eliminate redundant qubits.
APPENDIX B: ERROR BARS IN TRACE
EVALUATION
We describe calculation of error bars of finite-
temperature observables in full and stochastic trace eval-
uation. Here we use E(Q) and Var(Q) to denote the
mean and variance of a quantity Q. The error in Q is the
square root of its variance.
A finite-temperature observable 〈Oˆ〉β ≡ O has
the expression O =
∑
i PiOi/
∑
i Pi, where Pi =|| |Ψi(β/2)〉 ||2 is the (unnormalized) probability and
Oi = 〈Ψi(β/2)|Oˆ|Ψi(β/2)〉 is the expectation value of
the observable after imaginary time evolution on the ith
basis state |Ψi〉. On quantum computers, each probabil-
ity Pi is built up from the energy expectation value at
each imaginary time step:
Pi =
nβ/2−1∏
k=0
e−2∆τEi,k , (B1)
where Ei,k = 〈Φi(k∆τ/2)|Hˆ|Φi(k∆τ/2)〉 and nβ/2 =
β/2∆τ ; each Oi is the expectation value of the observ-
able on the QITE-evolved state |Φi(β/2)〉. Note that here
both the exact imaginary-time-evolved state |Φi(β/2)〉
and the QITE-evolved state |Ψi(β/2)〉 are consistent with
the definitions in Sec. II B.
In full trace evaluation O is regarded a function of
the Pi and Oi, which are random variables because of
measurement sampling on quantum computers. Var(O)
can be evaluated by expanding O to first order in all
Pi and Oi and assuming all Pi and Oi are independent,
which then gives
Var(O) =
∑2N
i=1[E(Pi)
2Var(Oi) + (E(Oi)− E(O))2 Var(Pi)](∑2N
i=1 E(Pi)
)2
(B2)
In stochastic trace evaluation, we need to consider ini-
tial state sampling on top of measurement sampling. De-
fine the numerator N = n−1samples
∑nsamples
i=1 PiOi and the
denominator D = n−1samples
∑nsamples
i=1 Pi so that O = N/D.
By first-order expansion of O in N and D and assuming
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N and D are independent,
Var(O) =
E(N)2Var(D) + E(D)2Var(N)
E(D)4
. (B3)
Now expanding N and D to first order in all variables and
assuming all variables are independent, we have
Var(N) =
1
n2samples
nsamples∑
i=1
[(E(Pi)E(Oi)− E(N))2+
+ E(Pi)
2Var(Oi) + E(Oi)
2Var(Pi)], (B4)
Var(D) =
1
n2samples
nsamples∑
i=1
[(E(Pi)− E(D))2 + Var(Pi)].
(B5)
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